NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR MARY BURTON BRINGS DEATH TO THE TEXAS HILL COUNTRY
WHERE THE ELITE MEET MURDER AND THE PAST HAUNTS THE PRESENT IN
YOU’RE NOT SAFE
Burton's New Suspense Novel is Published as a Paperback Original
“[Mary Burton] once again demonstrates her romantic suspense chops with this taut
novel . . . Burton plays cat-and-mouse with the reader through a tight plot, with
credible suspects and romantic spice keeping it real.” –Publishers Weekly
“An entertaining mystery infused with suspense . . . the barely-held-in attraction
between hardened Texas Ranger Tec and the guilt-ridden Greer resonates, as does their
tension as they encounter a vicious killer. Crisp, in-depth writing yields a satisfying,
gripping plot and steady pacing. This story is hard to put down.” –RT Book Reviews

Praise for NO ESCAPE
“Mary Burton—the modern day Queen of Romantic Suspense—raises the stakes
chapter by chapter . . . [an] unnerving journey to the truth . . . irresistible characters
and a riveting plot.” –Book Reporter
"Fast paced and seriously creepy, in the way that a good thriller should be . . . Burton
delivers spine tingling satisfaction in No Escape and leaves the reader anxious for her
next work . . . be prepared to sleep with the lights on.” –The Jefferson County Post (TN)
“Burton always writes great, edgy suspense, and this book is no different.”
–Parkersburg News and Sentinel (WV)

Praise for THE SEVENTH VICTIM
"An excellent thriller... a very twisted saga that readers will find unbelievably hard to put down!" –Suspense Magazine
"With plenty of procedural details, red herrings and spine-chilling danger, this tale of romantic suspense
will keep readers up all night." –Book Page
"Best-selling author Mary Burton unleashes her most terrifying romantic suspense yet."
–Happily Ever After, USA Today

New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Mary Burton lets loose an obsessed killer who’s granting
the wishes of four former friends the only way he knows how—by killing them—in her latest suspense novel, YOU’RE
NOT SAFE. It joins Burton’s highly praised novels NO ESCAPE and THE SEVENTH VICTIM
to complete her Austin-set trifecta featuring Texas Rangers confronting multi-layered
crimes of passion and deceit.
YOU’RE NOT SAFE is Ranger Tec Bragg’s and vineyard owner Greer Templeton’s
story. Greer has had enough pain in her life and has worked hard to move forward, to
ensure the fulfillment of her aunt’s dreams for her fledgling Texas Hill Country vineyard
and to stay out of the limelight of her past. Then Tec shows up on her doorstep
questioning her about a suicide on the adjacent property, her relationship to the dead
man and why her photo was found at the scene.
– continued –

Tec, a no-nonsense, hardened professional isn’t sure what he expects to find when he heads to Bonneville
Vineyards to question Greer. A broken body has been found hanging from a tree and his gut tells him it wasn’t a
suicide. Greer is his best lead, and possibly his top suspect, and he’s determined to find out what she knows,
despite her refusal to betray confidences of the past.
Soon, another death—also an unlikely suicide—makes it all too clear that something from Greer’s teen
years ties her to the killer and his victims. The question is what. And, as not one but two more murders are
discovered, can Tec find and knock down the walls Austin’s elite are hiding behind before the killer gets to Greer?
Mary Burton, the “modern day Queen of Romantic Suspense”* brings readers characters faced with
daunting challenges that take them to the dark side and back again, not simply in the pursuit of justice, but as they
come to terms with themselves and the lives they’ve chosen.
*Book Reporter

ABOUT MARY BURTON
New York Times and USA Today bestselling novelist Mary Burton has been intrigued by investigative work and the
people who do it since Virginia, her home state, was stung by a string of serial killings that spanned more than twenty years.
Not surprisingly, many of her suspense novels are fueled by the acts of multiple killers and the people who pursue them, as
is YOU’RE NOT SAFE, which completes the trio of stories set in and around Austin she began with The Seventh Victim and
continued with No Escape.
The author of twenty-one novels and three novellas, her earlier work includes I'm Watching You, Dead Ringer and
Dying Scream, set in her home town of Richmond, and Senseless, Merciless and Before She Dies, set in Alexandria.
Mary’s intensive research has led to meetings with key members of law enforcement, to seminars and classes, and to
the firing range. She is a graduate of the Henrico County Citizens Police Academy and the Richmond FBI Citizen's Academy,
and has attended Sisters in Crime's Forensic University program and the Writers Police Academy in Jamestown, North
Carolina.
A Richmond native whose family roots run as deep as the nation's, Mary has lived there for most of her life. She
graduated from Virginia's Hollins University and had a career in marketing before deciding to write full time. Her first
manuscript, a historical romance, was published in 2000.
She is a member of Thriller Writers of America, Mystery Writers of America, Romance Writers of America and Sisters
in Crime. She travels often for signings, speaking engagements and other appearances. She is a frequent speaker regarding
writing and genre fiction, and continues to present her "Unraveling Romantic Suspense" workshop and her day-long program
"Writing Your Book...The First Step."
Mary is currently finishing work on her new suspense novel, Cover Your Eyes. The first of three thrillers set in
Nashville, it is being published in November. In October her novella, A Ranger for Christmas, will be featured in the holiday
anthology, Our First Christmas, along with works by Lisa Jackson, Mary Carter and Cathy Lamb.
www.maryburton.com http://www.facebook.com/maryburtonfanpage www.kensingtonbooks.com
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